
I FROZE MY BUTT OFF SHOOT

Fifth Annual Winter Theme Shoot

Goffstown Fish & Game Association

!
! Welcome Shooters to the fifth annual winter theme shoot.  The purpose of the 
shoot is to fill in the doldrums of winter with a fun, low-cost, not-much-on-prizes, you-
get-braggin’- rights and a frozen-butt shooting match. Last year Mother Nature was a 
little kinder to our shooters. The snow was minimal and the weather fairly warm  (for 
January).

! This years January shoot is going to have a combat pistol theme.  We received a 
lot of favorable comments on the spring Combat Pistol shoot and I thought we would 
expand on it this year. Unlike the spring shoot, full size pistol will be allowed, times will 
be a little faster and I will let the weather conditions add its own unique form of difficulty.  
Those who shot the spring match will notice it is the same basic course but I increased 
the amount of rounds fired to accomodate full size guns and tightened the times slightly.

! On last comment.  I set the shoots up so multiple shooters could fire at one time.  
Turn out will dictate how many “lines” I need to run to get everyone through each match.  
Please try to be there on or at 0900.  Thank You!

! I strongly advise you to practice drawing a firearm SAFELY from a holster.  You 
should also practice drawing from under a garment if you decide to carry your gun that 
way (as is a NH tradition and law you may also carry your handgun open and draw from 
the open).  You should practice transitioning your handgun to your support hand and 
firing from your support side.  

! So grab your favorite “hog leg”  and head out to the Goffstown Fish and Game 
and freeze your butt off with us! 

General rules, dates, times, etc. are listed below.

Location: 

The shoot will be held at the Goffstown Fish & Game Association facility on Melvin 
Valley Rd. in Weare NH.

Date:

Sunday, January 18, 2015 from 9 AM to end (3pm latest.) If the weather is real bad, the 
shoot will be cancelled. If weather is doubtful, please go to goffstownfishandgame.com  



to see if the shoot is still on.  If the shoot is cancelled we will try to reschedule (IF 
POSSIBLE), with the new date being posted on our web site. 

Cost:

$20.00 per individual contestant.  This fee will cover match fees and lunch.  Re-entry is 
allowed if time permits. Re-entry fee is $5.00.   

Grub: 

Free coffee all day. Food will be served at lunch time. Light snacks and breakfast will be 
available. Non shooters pay a minimal fee.  

Safety: 

Safety starts with the gray matter between our ears. PLEASE THINK SAFETY! 
*All firearms and ammunition must meet equipment requirements and be safe to use!
*All range safety rules and commands must be obeyed immediately.
*All firing will cease immediately on the command to “Cease Fire”. 
*Any participants or spectator can call a “Cease Fire”  if they should see an unsafe 
situation.
*All participants and spectators must wear eye and ear protection.
*Shooters should be practiced in drawing a handgun from a holster, transitioning a 
handgun to your support hand and firing from the support hand.

Entries:

Any person may enter the match. He / she must meet the safety and equipment 
requirements / restrictions. Any Junior (under 18 years of age) who wishes to enter as a 
competitor, must be accompanied by a *”responsible adult” while shooting. The adult 
cannot help him / her shoot, but can coach and step in regarding safety matters. It is 
recommended that *”inexperienced adult shooters” ie. the Novice have a person 
experienced with firearms coach them prior to and during the shoot. The “coach” may 
assist as outlined above for Juniors.

Because of the nature of this shoot I do not recommend novice or beginning shooters!

*responsible adult is one who has care, custody and control of an under age shooter 
(less than 18 years of age) during the match and / or oversee’s the action of an 
inexperience adult shooter.

*Inexperienced adult / Novice is one who has not shot and or used a handgun to any 
great extent and can be considered a rank novice. We will have to trust to your honesty 
in labeling someone an inexperienced adult.



Equipment Requirements:
 
Handguns: 

Any handgun that meets the following requirements:  1).  Any double action revolver or 
double / single action semi-automatic handgun.  2).  iron sights only - no optics of any 
kind.  3). Must be chambered for a centerfire cartridge.  4). Should have a six round 
capacity - course of fire based on multiples of six.  5). Handguns must be carried in a 
holster!! - See safety notice below!! Range Officer has final say if the firearm meets 
standard.

SAFETY NOTICE!!:  The match is designed to start with a loaded and HOLSTERED 
handgun. You should be practiced in safely drawing a loaded handgun from a holster.  
Also we will not allow drawing of loaded handguns from a cross draw or shoulder 
holster due to safety considerations - Strong side draw only please!!! We do not want 
anyone getting hurt!  

Definitions: 

* Optical sights: Any type of scope, aim-point, red-dot or holographic type sight. 
Anything other than traditional iron sights.

* Iron Sights: Any traditional iron sight.

Ammunition:  

Handgun: 65 rounds total.  
No tracers, incendiaries or exploding ammunition allowed. 

Other Equipment: 

All loading during individual matches is “from the pouch” meaning your pockets, ammo 
belt, ammo carrier, etc., but the ammo has to be carried on your person during the 
match.  Shooters using semi-automatics should have two or more magazines available 
to them to facilitate reloading as it makes it too cumbersome to make special 
arrangements for them but, if you only have one we will do our best.  Revolver shooters 
are encouraged to get at least one speed loader or the more universal speed strip.   

Comment:  

Although I would like to allow the broadest selection of handguns I had to narrow it to 
the above as the single shots and traditional style single action revolvers are just to 
slow.  GOOD HOLSTERS ARE  MANDATORY FOR HANDGUNS!! - See Safety notice 
above!!



Alibis and Physical Handicaps: 

There are no alibis in this shoot, unless it is a range problem (Cease fire for safety 
reason not caused by the shooter or targets blown over, etc.).

Shooters with physical disabilities, will be accomodated.  

Scoring: 
 
Highest score wins the match. Ties will be broken by highest “X” count.
Highest possible score is 650-65X.

Prizes:

Winner of the match gets his / her entry fee back OR some other prize.

continued next page



COURSE OF FIRE

MATCH #1: Basic Combat Shooting

Targets will be B-27 silhouette targets, scored as marked. One target per shooter.

After initial command to “load and holster” shooters are responsible to keep there 
firearm loaded / topped off between relays.  At the end of each relay shooters will be 
given the opportunity to reload. When everyone is reloaded you will be ordered to 
holster and firearms may not be touched again until the next relay.  

Course of fire:  

3 Yard Line: !On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds in four seconds, 
standing, two handed strong - re-holster. Repeat a second time ON COMMAND. Total 
of 4 rounds fired.

5 Yard Line: !On command shooter will draw and fire 3 rounds standing with your strong 
hand only, transition pistol to your support (weak) hand only and fire 3 more rounds in 
10 seconds - re-holster. Total of 6 rounds fired.

7 Yard Line: !On command shooter will draw and fire 6 rounds, standing two handed 
strong, in 8 seconds - re-holster. Total of 6 rounds fired.
!
10 Yard Line:!On command shooter will draw and fire 6 rounds, standing, two handed 
strong, in 10 seconds- re-holster. Total of 6 rounds fired.

15 Yard Line:!On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds, standing two handed 
strong on the strong side of the barricade , 2 rounds kneeling two handed strong on the 
strong side of the barricade, 2 rounds standing two handed WEAK on the weak side of 
the barricade and 2 rounds kneeling two handed WEAK on the weak side of the 
barricade with a mandatory reload anytime after the first shot is fired and before the last 
shot is fired in a total of  35 seconds- re-holster. Your reload can be done strong handed 
and I would suggest you do your reload before you go to weak side shooting.  Total of 8 
rounds fired.

Please Note:  I sufficient barricades are not available this relay will be fired the same as 
above but without the barricades!!

25 Yard Line:!On command shooter will dash to the 25 yard line from the 30 yard line, 
draw and fire 2 rounds, kneeling two handed strong in 12 seconds- re-holster. Repeat 
twice for a total of 6 rounds fired.

Total rounds fired in Match one is 36 rounds. 

Possible score: 360 -36X !



MATCH #2: Multiple Target & Reload drill

EACH SHOOTER WILL HAVE TWO silhouette targets, one will be a B-27 and the 
second a B-34 that are scored as marked.  After initial command to “load and holster” 
shooters are responsible to keep there firearm loaded / topped off between relays 
except as outlined below.  This match has forced reloads during several of the relays 
and shooters will not be allowed to reload or “top off” their firearm (with certain 
exceptions).  At the end of each relay shooters will be given the opportunity to reload 
except, as outlined in several relays below. When everyone is reloaded you will be 
ordered to holster and firearms may not be touched again until the next relay.

5 Yard Line: !On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds standing, two handed 
strong into each target in 7 seconds- re-holster. Total of 4 rounds fired.

Shooters not allowed to top off their handguns as there is a mandatory reload in next 
relay.

5 Yard Line: !On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds standing, two handed 
strong into each target with a mandatory reload in 18 seconds for a revolver or 10 
seconds for a semi-auto - re-holster. NOTE the reload must be performed AFTER the 
first round is fired and BEFORE the last round is fired. Total of 4 rounds fired.!

Fully reload gun and magazines / speed-loaders, etc.

10 Yard Line: On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds standing, two handed 
strong into each target in ten seconds- re-holster. Total of 4 rounds fired.

Shooters not allowed to top off their handguns as there is a mandatory reload in next 
relay.

10 Yard Line: On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds standing, two handed 
strong into each target with a mandatory reload in 24 seconds for a revolver or 14 
seconds for a semi-auto - re-holster. NOTE the reload must be performed AFTER the 
first round is fired and BEFORE the last round is fired. Total of 4 rounds fired.!

Fully reload gun and magazines / speed-loaders, etc.

15 Yard Line:!On command shooter will draw and fire 2 rounds, two handed strong into 
each target and 2 round kneeling two handed strong into each target in 35  seconds for 
a revolver and 26 seconds for a semi-auto- re-holster. NOTE a reload must be 
performed AFTER the first round is fired and BEFORE the last round is fired. Total of 8 
rounds fired.

continued on next page



Reload with last 4 rounds if necessary.

25 Yard Line:!On command shooter will run from the 30 yard line to the 25 yard line, 
draw and fire 2 round, kneeling two handed strong in 12 seconds- re-holster. Repeat a 
second time for a total of 4 rounds fired.

Total rounds fired in Match one is 29 rounds. 

 Possible score: 290 -29X !

END OF MATCH


